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THE POLITICS OF ARMS CONTROL AND THE STRATEGIC BALANCE

Alan Platt

Since the 1980 presidential campaign, many observers both in the

United States and abroad have been closely watching the Reagan Ad-

ministration's policy toward nuclear weapons. In essence, the adminis-

tration's approach is two-tiered: (1) to build up significantly

America's own nuclear capabilities, and (2) to pursue cautiously arms

control as an instrument of national security policy. Concerning the

latter, the administration has adhered to the terms of the SALT II

treaty, signed in 1979 but never ratified by the U.S. Senate. It has

begun negotiations with the Soviets both on limiting intermediate-

range nuclear forces (INF) and on reducing intercontinental strategic

arms (START).

Whatever the ultimate outcome of these talks, negotiations are

likely to be protracted, and it is not too soon for the Reagan White

House to begin thinking about managing the politics of these arms

control negotiations. Yet all the evidence indicates that, thus far,

no high-level or systematic attention has been paid to this matter.

To devise an appropriate strategy for managing the domestic politics

of its arms control efforts, the Reagan Administration would be well-

advised to look at and learn from the Carter-Administration's unsuc-

cessful experience in managing SALT II.

There are now two major schools of thought about why the SALT II

Treaty was not ratified. One school, reflected in a recent work by
1

Charles Kupperman of the Committee on the Present Danger, holds that

the SALT II Treaty--because it is fatally flawed substantively--does

not promote U.S. security interests and accordingly was not approved

This chapter appears in Barry Blechman (ed.), Rethinking the
U.S. Strategic Posture (Cambridge: Ballinger, 1982).

Dr. Platt is Senior Associate, The Rand Corporation.
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by the Senate. A second school of thought holds that the treaty, while

not a perfect document, does in fact enhance American security and would

have been approved by the Senate had it not been for coincident Soviet

behavior challenging American interests in various parts of the world.

This is the reasoning, for example, behind Zbigniew Brzezinski's short-

hand references to SALT being "buried in the sands of Ogaden."
2

Both of these arguments implicitly downplay a very important

reason why the SALT II Treaty was not ratified by the Senate--the over-

all ineptness of the Carter Administration with respect to the political

management of difficult legislative issues. The central thesis of this

chapter is that the Carter Administration made a series of political

misjudgments and mistakes, largely prior to the June 1979 signing of

SALT II, which undermined congressional and public confidence in the

executive branch's stewardship of strategic issues and which, cumulatively,

significantly hurt the treaty's chances for ratification. At a minimum,

these misjudgments and mistakes helped shape a political environment in

which Soviet behavior in places like the Horn of Africa and Cuba, to

say nothing of the December 1979 invasion of Afghanistan, created a

bipartisan political consensus such that consideration of the SALT II

Treaty had to be deferred.

If strategic arms control is to play an important role in American

defense security policy in the future, it is crucial for policymakers

and the attentive public to understand the precise reasons why the

SALT II Treaty acquired such a poor reputation during the years of the

Carter Administration and ultimately was not ratified by the Senate.

This chapter is intended to contribute to such understanding, first

by examining recent popular American attitudes toward strategic arms

control and then by analyzing selected aspects of the Carter Adminis-

tration's management of the politics of SALT during 1977-79. The

discussion of the Carter Administration, while largely critical, is

intended to provide useful lessons for future efforts at strategic

arms control. The chapter concludes with a discussion of some of the

policy implications of these lessons.
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AMERICAN PUBLIC OPINION AND STRATEGIC ARMS

Recent trends in American public opinion set the backdrop f or the

negotiation of SALT II as well as Senate consideration of the treaty.

They probably will be important in terms of any future efforts at

strategic arms control. When the Carter Administration took office in

January 1977, SALT was not an important or familiar issue to the
4 American people. A 1977 Roper Organization poll showed that approxi-

mately 33 percent of those interviewed had never heard of SALT. In

January 1979 a CBS/New York Times poll indicated that a substantial

majority of the American people did not know which countries were in-

volved in the strategic arms talks. 3A pcil commissioned by the Com-
mittee on the Present Danger, taken in March 1979, reinforced earlier

polling results, showing that a large majority of Americans did not

have any substantive knowledge of the provisions of the SALT II Treaty. 
4

While ignorant about SALT per se, American public opinion was and

continues to be supportive of strategic arms control in the abstract.

In March 1977 a Harris poll found that 77 percent of Americans would

"favor the United States and Russia corning to a new SALT arms control

agreement that would limit the number of nuclear warheads and missiles

they can deploy." Subsequent Harris polls in 1977, 1978, and 1979 all

found support for a SALT agreement, in the abstract, among 67 to 80

percent of the respondents, and in a late 1980 poll, 83 percent of the

respondents agreed that it was "vital for the United States and the

Soviet Union to reach an agreement to limit nuclear arms." It should

be added that the concept of strategic arms control has been supported

consistently by all the various strata in American society. Not sur-

prisingly though, the young, the best educated, and the best informed

segments of the populace have tended to be the most supportive. Further-

more, urban, female, and East Coast respondents have consistently

registered higher levels of support than other respondents.5

These same polls over the last several years have shown that dis-

cussions between thec United States and the Soviet Union to try to con-

trol nuclear weapons are widely viewed as likely to lead to a reduction

in tensions between the LWO countries. In addition, many Americans

believe that the talks and resulting arms control agreements are likely
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treduce the risk of nula war. As such, the iea of strategic

arms limitation talks has been strongly and consistently supported by

the American people and the current interest in a nuclear freeze is

the latest manifestation of this support.

At the same time, popular support for the SALT 11 Treaty itself

declined in the 1979-80 years. According to the Gallup organization,

the ratio favoring ratification of SALT II in March 1979 was three to

one (of those in the sample who were considered "informed," 27 percent

favored approval, 9 percent were opposed, and 9 percent had no opinion).

By June 1979--the date the treaty was concluded, signed, and sent to

the Senate for ratification--this ratio had declined somewhat to five

to three. En September 1979 and March 1980, Gallup surveys showed

those supporting and those opposing the treaty were in about equal

proportions. The March 1980 poll, for example, indicated that 26 per-

cent of the "informed" public favored Senate approval, 26 percent

opposed, and 9 percent had no opinion.6

NBC News/Associated Press polls showed an even steeper decline

in public support for SALT 11 in the course of 1979. In April 1979,

when asked whether they favored or opposed "this new SALT agreement,"

responses indicated 72 percent in favor, 19 percent opposed, and 8

percent not sure. By July only 50 percent favored the treaty, 40 per-

cent opposed, and 10 percent were not sure. By September 1979, 43

percent were in favor, 50 percent were opposed, and 7 percent were

not sure. 7In a Harris poll taken soon after the 1980 presidential

election, 64 percent of the respondents said that they agreed with

President-elect Reagan that "the SALT 11 treaty should be scrapped

and negotiations should be started again for a new nuclear arms agree-

ment with the Russians." In this poll, 28 percent of the respondents

disagreed with the new president's position, while 8 percent were not
8

sure. Of course, there is some question whether this November 1980

poll indicated dissatisfaction with the SALT 11 Treaty per se or if it

represented popular sentiment rallying around a newly elected presi-

dent, particularly as that president may have been perceived to have a

better chance to get a SALT treaty ratified by the Senate if negotia-

tions were begun anew. Nevertheless, the precipitous decline in



popular support for the SALT II Treaty between 1977 and 1980 is L

indisputable.

Why has public opinion consistently supported strategic arms con-

trol in the abstract while forsaking the SALT II Treaty itself? A

partial explanation of this seeming paradox lies in the public's per-

ceptions about the negative effects of a SALT II agreement on the U.S.-

Soviet strategic balance. To many, SALT II, setting equal limits and

sublimits on different categories of strategic nuclear delivery vehicles,

was seen as ratifying a state of nuclear equality between the two super-

powers. To others, however, the treaty was seen as dangerously weaken-

ing U.S. forces by setting certain limits on such important new weapon

systems as cruise missiles, while accelerating an ongoing trend toward

Soviet superiority over America by failing to restrict sufficiently the

Soviet's Backfire bombers and heavy missiles. To still others, the

SALT II Treaty was perceived as a deterrent to the resurrection of a

dynamic American strategic weapons program. Among these observers,

there was a fear that ratification of SALT II would lull America into

a false sense of nuclear security and prevent the development of a

consensus in the Congress that would allow the United States to compete

effectively with the Soviets in the military sphere. These observers

often pointed out that the Soviets have made impressive military ad-

vances since the 1972 SALT I accords went into effect.

Coincident with these negative perceptions of the SALT II Treaty

itself has been a discernible trend in recent years in the United States

in favor of the adoption of a stronger military stance vis-A-vis the

Soviet Union. Today, a majority of Americans believe that it is neces-

sary for the United States to be militarily superior to the Soviet

Union, rather than !qual in strength. This has not always been true

in recent years. In July 1978, for example, a plurality of respondents

queried by the ABC News/Harris survey felt that it was a necessity for

the United States to be as strong as the Soviets but not stronger.

This viewpoint changed in the course of 1978-79, and by October 1979

a follow-up survey found that 49 percent of the respondents felt that

it was necessary for the United States to be militarily stronger than

the Soviets, while 43 percent felt that being equally strong was the
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preferable foreign policy objective.9 By January 1981, 52 percent

of the respondents in a CBS News/New York Times poll felt that the

United States should be superior militarily to the Soviets, with only

39 percent of the respondents believing that we should be equal in

strength.10 Not surprisingly, the SALT II treaty, representing at

best strategic equality and to some strategic inferiority, was per-

ceived by a growing percentage of Americans as being at odds with this

necessary military posture.

Similarly, attitudes toward increased American defense spending

changed rapidly. In a 1981 poll, the Gallup organization found the

highest level of public support for increased defense spending in

more than a decade. Asked about the adequacy of spending for national

defense, 51 percent of the respondents felt that the amount of the

budget for defense was "too little," 23 percent felt it was "about

right," and 15 percent thought that "too much" was being spent on

defense. This marked the first time that the Gallup organization had

ever found that a majority of Americans believe that the defense

budget was "inadequate." By way of comparison, when this question

was asked in 1978, 32 percent thought that the United States was

spending "too little," 45 percent thought the amount "about right,"

and 16 percent "too much." When the question was asked in 1969, when

opposition to the Vietnam war and American entanglements abroad was

growing, only 8 percent of the public supported increases in defense

spending for military purposes and 31 percent thought we were spending
11

about the right amount for defense.

These changing general attitudes on SALT and defense spending are

in part attributable to the decline of the impact of American involve-

ment in Indochina and, in the words of Louis Kriesberg and Ross Klein,

the fading of "the Vietnam trauma" that produced "antimilitarism" in
12

America and a "hands-off" approach to international relations. In

part, they are traceable to the growth of popular anti-Soviet feeling

in the 1970s, a sentiment that has been strongly reinforced by con-

tinuing increases in Soviet defense spending, a growing perception

that the USSR has moved ahead of the United States in armed strength,

and frequent examples of assertive Soviet behavior in the international
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arena. Finally, these popular attitudes have been fueled by the

broad-ranging efforts of influential individuals and interest groups

alarmed by what they perceive as a declining American strategic position

in the world. United in their perceptions and concern about ascendant

Soviet power and American retreat, these individuals (e.g., Senator

Henry Jackson, Daniel Graham) and special-interest groups (e.g., Com-

mittee on the Present Danger, Coalition for Peace Through Strength)

seem to have been effective in the past few years in influencing both

elite and popular attitudes with respect to the trends in the American-

Soviet strategic balance and how the ratification of the SALT II Treaty

would accelerate those trends. In an article on why and how the SALT

II Treaty should be defeated, syndicated columnist Patrick Buchanan

summarized this line of argument against SALT in the following way:

The country must be instructed in the new math of the 1980s.
The United States has surrendered strategic superiority; we

are in the process of losing parity; we are entering an era
in which the West will be militarily inferior to the East--
ripe for Soviet blackmail, Soviet bullying and, conceivably,

Soviet attack.
1 3

If the United States in the late 1970s had continued to enjoy

the position of superiority it unquestionably enjoyed during much of

the postwar period, these arguments may have fallen largely on deaf

ears. However, given general American disenchantment with detente,

the loss of American influence in the third world, and declining

public confidence in America's institutions and leaders, these argu-

ments carried a good deal of weight and appeared to play an important

role in shaping the backdrop for, and also the terms of the debate

on SALT II.

THE CARTER ADMINISTRATION AND SALT II

Notwithstanding these trends in American public opinion, popular

support for strategic arms control in the abstract might have been

translated into Congressional support for SALT II had the Carter Ad-

ministration been more adroit at legislative political management.
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However, in the main, this was not the case--certainly not in comparison

with the Kennedy Administration's handling of the 1963 Limited Test Ban

Treaty or the Johnson Administration's management of the 1968 Non-

Proliferation Treaty or the Nixon Administration's handling of the

ratification of SALT I in 1972. Indeed, with effective political man-

agement, the Carter Administration might have succeeded in getting

SALT II ratified in essentially its present form, since the major prob-

lems associated with its ratification were due less to substantive

weaknesses in the treaty, as was apparent during the summer 1979

Senate Foreign Relations Committee hearings, than to a series of po-

litical and tactical mistakes that helped doom the administration's

SALT ratification efforts.

The Carter Administration's political mistakes regarding SALT

strategy and tactics were most serious with respect to: (1) communi-

cating the treaty's importance; (2) establishing public confidence

in the negotiating effort; (3) internal organization; (4) lobbying

individual Senators; (5) timing. In each of these areas, there are

important lessons to be learned from the Carter Administration's ex-

periences that undoubtedly will have relevance for any future strategic

arms control efforts.

SALT II, as concluded in 1979 and sent to the Senate for ratifi-

cation, is clearly not an ideal document. As the congressional hearings

on the treaty demonstrated, several provisions in SALT II theoretically

could have been signficantly improved, particularly those concerning

the relatively high ceilings and subceilings on different types of

strategic weapons. Nevertheless, the treaty does place equal aggre-

gates on both sides' strategic nuclear delivery vehicles and in so

doing enhances the effectiveness of American deterrent against nuclear

attack and its retaliatory power if war did break out. It excludes

from the aggregate limits American forward-based missiles and nuclear-

capable aircraft that could reach the Soviet Union from their bases

in Europe. It constrains significantly the quantity and quality of

planned Soviet ICBMs, the most threatening part of the Soviet arsenal.

And it significantly improves both sides' ability to assess the other's

strategic forces and thus to verify compliance with the treaty.



The Carter Administration was faced with a choice of at least two

alternative ways to communicate, in terms of tone and content, these

values of emerging SALT Il Treaty to the Congress and the American

people. On the one hand, it could have adopted the approach that the

Nixon Administration purposefully followed regarding SALT 1, con-

stantly underscoring the absolutely vital, global importance of the

new SALT agreement. This approach would have highlighted SALT Il as

an extremely important document in its own right in capping and

stabilizing the nuclear arms competition between the superpowerc d

in winding down, although clearly not ending, the arms race. T

approach also would have stressed the critical importance of tl

ratification of SALT II for the preservation of NATO, to say nt

of its role in preventing a nu lear holocaust. On the other h& -

the Carter Administration could have adopted an approach that posited

that SALT 11 was certainly no worse than SALT I and that, marginally,

the United States would be better off with the treaty than without it.

This approach would have emphasized that SALT II was only one stage in

the process of American-Soviet discussions on the control of nuclear

weapons and the maintenance of rough strategic equivalence and that

after SALT II was ratified, negotiations would commence immediately

on SALT 111, which would be much more meaningful in terms of reducing

the strategic arsenals of the two superpowers. The dilemma of which

approach to use in publicly communicating SALT II's importance clearly

confounded the Carter Administration, as it did the Ford Administration,

and will undoubtedly be a tactical issue to be resolved regarding any

future strategic arms control agreement.

In reality, the Carter Administration followed both approaches

at different times, although the second--the marginalist approach--

seemed to be dominant, particularly in the period before the actual

signing of SALT II in June 1979. 14To some extent, the use of the

marginalist approach was unavoidable: It is hard to assert with any

credibility the critical importance of a treaty that is not yet con-

cluded. The marginalist approach was consciously adopted, though, by

the Carter Administration, a result of a series of interagency meetings

in late 1977 and early 1978. This approach was chosen on the pragmatic
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grounds that it was likely to be ttl more successful tack in gaining

congresi..aai and public acceptance of SALT II.

In fact, this was an important political miscalculation. By

stressing the marginality of SALT Il and its importance as a stepping-

stone to truly meaningful arms control efforts, statements by adminis-

tration representatives frequently had the effect of focusing attention

on specific shortcomings in the treaty rather than on the accord's

overall worth. This, of course, enhanced the influence of anti-SALT

senators, columnists, and interest groups, whose own view about the

treaty's shortcomings were thus accorded valuable credibility and : -

inforcement. The marginalist approach, ironically, also had the ef-

fect of undermining support for the agreement among a number of s-nators,

who otherwise might have been expected to back it (e.g., Hatfield,

McGovern, Moynihan, Proxmire, and Stevenson), as well as similarly

minded interest groups who came to question the utility of the treaty

on arms control grounds. Most importantly, the marginalist approach

failed to take into account and capitalize on the public's general

support for strategic arms control as a way to stabilize American-Soviet

arms competition and to lessen significantly the risk of nuclear war.

If one accepts former chief SALT negotiator Paul Warnke's view that

arms control is an unnatural act, it is clear that it is politically

useful to emphasize, and at times purposefully overstate, the signifi-

cance of any given strategic arms control agreement to the avoidance

of nuclear war. This point was largely lost on the Carter Adminis-

tration until perhaps late 1979, by which time the SALT II Treaty had

acquired a marginal or negative image in the minds of many members of

Congress as well as among much of the public-at-large. On the other

hand, had the administration followed the Nixon Administration's ex-

ample and adopted a more positive and expansive public approach on

SALT from the outset, the executive would have been in a far better

position later on to move decisively to crystallize this public dis-

position, mobilize it, and transform it into a potent political force.

The effectiveness of the administration's communications about

SALT II's importance also was badly hurt, perhaps more significantly

by the executive's inability to generate public confidence in its

-
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treaty negotiating effort. Throughout 1977-78, both administration and

independently sponsored polls showed that the single most important

factor influencing popular attitudes on SALT was the relatively low

confidence the American people had that the treaty's negotiators would

protect American security interests. This was the case even when this

factor was compared to such other factors as the relative military
15

strength of the United States and the Soviet Union.

Public confidence in the Carter Administration's SALT II negoti-

ating effort got off to a bad start in early 1977 as a result of the

confirmation hearings of Paul Warnke to be chief SALT negotiator and

the director of the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency. To many,

Warnke was an ideal choice for these two positions given his extensive

background in arms control and defen ,e matters and his high-level ex-

perience at the Pentagon during the 1960s. Warnke was opposed for

these posts, however, by a number of detractors in the Senate and else-

where who felt, among other things, that he was not likely to be

"tough enough" with the Soviets in negotiating a new SALT agreement.

The Warnke confirmation process provided the new administration

with an early opportunity to take its case about SALT's vital importance

and its competent stewardship of this major foreign policy issue to the

Congress and the American people. This opportunity was not effectively

seized. Indeed, instead of building public confidence in the new

administration's approach to SALT, the confirmation hearings and the

vote suriously--perhaps fatally--undermined the public's sense that

the Carter Administration could negotiate a new SALT agreement that

would protect American security interests.

Facing well-organized and well-financed opposition to the Warnke

nomination among interest groups and the media, the administration

should have launched a major political campaign prior to the nomi-

nation's public announcement, with the idea of winning a resounding

vote of confidence in both Paul Warnke and the administration's planned

SALT efforts. Instead, it reacted defensively and somewhat naively,

privately hoping that the opposition would in time wither away. On

the other hand, the opposition forces well understood that a negative

or even a close vote on the nomination was of great potential importance,
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for such a vote would have the effect of seriously undermining public

confidence in the new administration's leadership on SALT-related

issues.

In any event--first in the Senate Foreign Relations Committee

and then in the Committee on Armed Service, whose membership included

several outspoken SALT opponents (e.g., Jackson, Tower, Thurmond,

Scott, Goldwater, Garn)--the Warnke confirmation hearings were widely

followed. The Armed Services Committee hearings were particularly

closely covered by the national news media and proved to he a highly

visible sounding board for arguments against SALT and Warnke's leader-

ship of the negotiating effort. In the end, the Senate confirmed

Warnke for both posts, but the vote on the SALT negotiatior nomination

was fifty-eight to forty. The forty votes against Warnke for the SALT

position represented six votes more than were needed to defeat a new

SALT treaty. Anti-SALT forces, in effect, has successfully sent a

message to the President and the Congress that there was a substantial

segment of opinion in the Senate that lacked confidence in the new

administration's proposed approach to SALT II.

The negative impact of the Warnke confirmation fight might have

been significantly mitigated had the Carter White House understood

the central importance of having the administration's top national

security team play an active, publicly visible role in explaining the

general terms of SALT IT prior to its final conclusion. On an issue

as important and complex as SALT, most members of Congress as well as

the majority of the American people look to the president, their

commander-in-chief, and the military for leadership. Early in the

Carter Administration, however, the president and his principal mili-

tary advisors--Secretary of Defense Harold Brown and Chairman of the

Joint Chiefs of Staff David Jones--dissipated significant congressional

and public confidence in their toughness and reliability on national

security issues as a result of the decisions not to go ahead with the

B-1 bomber, to close down the Minuteman III production line, to with-

draw American troops from Korea, and not to proceed with the deploy-

ment of the neutron bomb. Whether or not these decisions were well-

founded on their merits is debatable--their political effect, however,
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was clear. Public leadership by the president and the military on

SALT It prior to the treaty's submission to the Senate for ratification

was even more critical than it might otherwise have been because of

these other defense decisions as well as the fight over the Warnke

nomination, periodically lukewarm public confidence in President Carter,

and a continuing stream cf anti-SALT press leaks. Morton Kondracke

summed up this situation very well when in 1978 he noted:
-.4

If there is any area in which trust in the President is
crucial, it is SALT. The issues are so complex, so higher-
mathematical, so apocalytic that most citizens and even
many Senators ultimately will decide what they favor on
the basis of whose arguments seem to have credibility. . . .
Carter is entering the battle with a severe confidence
problem. . . 16

Nevertheless, it was Carter Administration policy that while the

SALT I Treaty was still being negotiated, the executive branch would

severely restrict the quantity and quality of information publicly

disseminated on SALT II. There was great fear that if there was too

much public discussion on the treaty's contents, particularly concern-

ing verification and Soviet concessions, the successful conclusion of

the treaty would be jeopardized. To the extent that any case was to

be made publicly in behalf of SALT II prior to the treaty's signing,

it was to be made by the State Department, the Arms Control and Dis-

armament Agency, and middle-level civilians at the Pentagon. Defense

Department personnel at the assistant secretary level or above, for

example, were not authorized to speak publicly on behalf of the treaty

prior to its submission to the Senate for ratification. In the words

of one senior administration official, "The President, Harold Brown

and the Chiefs were to be the big guns after the treaty was signed

and the ratification fight really began."

The absence of sustained presidential and military leadership on

SALT II during the first two-and-one-half years of the Carter Adminis-

tration would not have been so consequential had the Secretary of

State been of a different temperment. Cyrus Vance, an inherently low-

key lawyer, was not given to frequent public educational efforts on
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SALT or most other issues, and he consistently rejected public-

speaking opportunities and media interviews that would have afforded

the administration the opportunity to make the best case for the

emerging SALT If Treaty. As Zbigniew Brzezinski subsequently ac-

knowledged in an interview, "Secretary of State Vance had various

strong qualities, but an inclination to engage in what might be called

a sustained effort to educate the American public was not among them."1 7

This aspect of Vance's personal makeup significantly hurt tl~e adminis-

tration's SALT public education effort.

Furthermore, largely preoccupied with other issues during the

first several months of the new administration, Secretary Vance did

not initially master the detailed intricacies of SALT. This was un-

fortunate because when asked to testify about the details of the U.S.

SALT II negotiating posture in the fall of 1977, he was not able to

answer many of the detailed questions put to him by the members of the

Senate Armed Services Subcommittee on Arms Control, chaired by Henry

Jackson. At one closed-door hearing in mid-October 1977, Senator Sam

Nunn, a key swing vote on SALT, was so taken aback by Vance's seeming

lack of familiarity with the details of the U.S. negotiating position

that he asked rhetorically--"Who in fact is in charge of overseeing

the negotiations?" In short order, Vance learned the SALT brief and

soon became an eloquent defender of every nuance in the Joint Draft

Text of the SALT II accord, but his initial performances before the

Jackson subcommittee, combined with his personal reticence to give

public speeches, did little to bolster confidence in the U.S. negoti-

ating effort.

Of course, the lion's share of responsibility for the adminis-

tration's misjudgments with respect to the political management of the

SALT II Treaty must rest ultimately with the president. However, part

of the explanation for a number of tactical mistakes can be traced to

the way that the Carter Administration was organized and staffed for

SALT matters. Until June 1979 when the SALT II Treaty actually was

signed and White House Counsel Lloyd Cutler was put in charge of

ratification efforts, most matters related to SALT were handled by

technical experts, not politically experienced professionals.
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To deal with daily matters regarding SALT, including communi-

cations with the delegation in Geneva, an interagency group called the

Special Coordinating Committee (SCC) met regularly at the White House.
18

The members of this group, all substantive experts on the technical

complexities of weapon systems, typically had limited political ex-

* perience. Yet, the mini-SCC and its subgroups, not the White House or

any interagency political group, was responsible for the management of

political--as well as technical--SALT issues on an ongoing basis. In

the period prior to the actual signing of the treaty, this group did

not welcome nor were they inundated with political advice from the

president's key political advisors--Hamilton Jordan, Jody Powell,

Patrick Caddell, and Charles Kirbo. Moreover, several of the members

of the mini-SCC had previously worked on SALT I during the early 1970a

and had largely been excluded from dealing with any of the political

issues associated with strategic arms limitation, that being the pre-

eminent domain of Henry Kissinger. Not surprisingly, these people

now relished and closely guarded their new responsibilities.

Probably the mini-SCC's greatest mistake in the management of SALT

politics was its failure to understand the critical importance of

generating and maintaining public confidence in the SALT negotiating

effort prior to the treaty's submission to the Senate. Had this been

widely understood, the group would have taken steps to modify the pre-

viously noted marginalist approach. It might also have discretely

disclosed the more significant Soviet concessions at various points in

the course of negotiations. As it was, the members of the mini-SCC

worried principally about two matters--the possible over-selling of

the terms of the treaty and the premature disclosure of any sensitive

information about the actual details of the negotiations, most par-

ticularly concerning Soviet concessions. These were views one might

expect from technical experts familiar with the relatively modest ac-

complishments of the treaty. But they were hardly shrewd political

judgments, particularly in the face of the multi-million-dollar

campaign being waged against the treaty during 1977-79.

The absence of a White House-directed SALT political coordinatingI groap perceptLhly hurt the administration's lobbying in the period

I . .. .
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prior to June 1979. This was particularly true concerning the arrange-

ment of briefings about the emerging treaty. A few examples illustrate

some of the political wounds the administration inflicted on itself.

In one instance, when a group of several influential senators visited

Geneva in the spring of 1978 to be briefed on SALT II, both chief

negotiator Warnke and his deputy Ralph Earle were not in Switzerland.

A State Department representative was chosen to lead the Geneva brief-

ings. Unfortunately, the briefer, while technically knowledgeable,

was unable to respond effectively to inquiries about the policy irn-

plications of several of the treaty's provisions. After their return

to Washington, a few of these senators met privately with Secretary

Vance to complain about the Geneva SALT briefing, confiding that they

were now considerably more concerned about U.S. efforts at SALT than

they were prior to the trip. Soon thereafter, the State Department

official was recalled and reassigned but not before perceptible damage

had been done to the confidence of several important senators in the

U.S. negotiating effort. In another instance, when an important, Un-

decided southern senator requested a briefing on SALT, two technical

experts made the presentation. Their remarks focused largely on a

number of the more arcane provisions of the treaty. After the briefers

left the office, the senator, unimpressed and unconvinced, commented

graphically to his staff aide, "No wonder SALT is in trouble; those

guys couldn't sell a prostitute on an Army train." In a third instance,

more than a few people in the executive branch and the Senate were

appalled to learn that a very junior Foreign Service officer, who had

been working on SALT for a matter of months, had been sent to New York

City in the spring of 1978 to brief former vice-president Nelson

Rockefeller, among other notables, on the emerging SALT treaty. These

and other arrangements regarding SALT briefings could have been handlod

more skillfully, and to a significant extent they were after the treaty

was concluded and a White House group, under Lloyd Cutler, was es-

tablished.

Moreover, the lobbying of indidivual senators on SALT might also

have been managed more adroitly in the pre-June 1979 period. The

treatment of three key senators, all of whom ultimately opposed SALT
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Il--Howard Baker, Henry Jackson, and John Glenn--illustrates the kinds

of tactical errors the administration made in its lobbying efforts.

Howard Baker, Senate Minority Leader and a member of the Foreign

Relations Committee, clearly should have been viewed from the outset

of the Carter Administration as a crucial vote on SALT, both for his

own vote and his potential influence on eight to ten moderate Re-

publicans. Baker's backing was essential if bipartisan support for

the treaty was to be built. Somewhat surprisingly, Baker was not

treated as carefully as one might have supposed, and the administration

ultimately paid dearly for its inattention. The Carter Administration

consulted Baker sporadically 19but failed to meet or allay his privately

expressed substantive reservations about the treaty. It also declined

to accept his spring 1979 offer to play the role of "honest broker"

between the White House and moderate senators who were skeptical of

SALT II as it was emerging but might have supported an "Improved"

treaty. Worse still, President Carter personally intervened in Baker's

1978 reelection campaign on behalf of his Democratic opponent, a

candidate who tried to build her campaign on the charge that Baker had

voted with the administration to give away the Panama Canal. It is

conceivable, given Howard Baker's substantive reservations about SALT

II and his 1980 presidential ambitions, that after a 1978 vote to

support the Panama Canal Treaties he would not have voted for the

SALT II Treaty under any circumstances. Nonetheless, the administration's

treatment of the Tennessee senator never put this hypothesis to a fair

test and lost whatever support he might have been willing to give to

the treaty privately.

While the Carter Administration treated Howard Baker relatively

shabbily regarding SALT, it paid too much attention to Henry Jackson.

Jackson, chairman of the Senate Armed Service Subcoimmittee on Arms

Control, was the leading Senate critic of SALT II during the Nixon

and Ford Administrations. Yet, for the Carter Administration, in the

words of Thomas Franck and Edward Weisband, "(Jackson) was early

targeted for very special care and feeding by the disarmament negoti-

ators. ,2 The special attention that was paid to the Washington

senator was Yanifested in numerous ways, including: (1) a willingness



on the part of the administration to study seriously and ultimately

incorporate a number of Jackson's SALT recommendations into the corn-

prehensive U.S. proposal presented to the Soviets in March 1.977; (2) anV

unprecedented commitment by Secretary Vance in October 1977 to meet

with Jackson's Armed Services Subcommittee on Arms Control every two

weeks; and (3) President Carter's agreement to reappoint General

Edward Rowny, Jackson's choice, to be the representative of thle Jloint

Chiefs of Staff on the SALT delegation. All three of these measures,

and several other initiatives, were undertaken in significant part in

the hope of gaining Jackson's support for SALT 11. However, none of

these steps proved particularly helpful to the SALT ratification

effort. Some were perceptibly damaging, such as the presentation of

* the March 1977 comprehensive proposals wherein the administration set

* benchmarks to which all subsequent proposals were unfavorably compared.

An alternative lobbying approach would have been to leave the door

open to Henry Jackson but to focus special attention on several other

more open-minded Senators.

One such Senator was John Glenn, the former astronaut and a

senior member of the Foreign Relations Committee. From early 1977

onward, Glenn was outspoken in his belief that verification was the

key issue regarding the SALT ii Treaty. In line with his concerns

about the governent's ability to verify Soviet compliance with the

emerging treaty, Glenn requested in November 1977 that the executive

branch prepare for him "a simple matrix" that would reflect the verifi-

ability of the different weapon systems that would be covered by SALT

Il. This information was not provided to the senator until June 1978,

roughly eight months after the request was made initially and only

then as a result of Glenn's persistent personal prodding. Even when

the information was forwarded to the Ohio senator, there were co~ntin-

uing differences within the executive branch about some of the numbers

and attendant conclusions contained in the matrix. Accordingly, it

was submitted to Glenn by a middle-level State Department official

and was represented as the product of a low-level group of technical

experts rather than as a document that had tile concurrence of the

President, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the Director
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of Central Intelligence. This procedure afforded those technical ex-

perts in the executive branch who disagreed with some of the material

contained in the matrix the opportunity to disown the document at a

later date.

However, the time delay and unofficial submission procedure also

had the effect of contributing to already existing doubts in the minds

of John Glenn and several of his colleagues about the verifiability of

the emerging SALT 11 Treaty. Particuarly in view of the fact that

verification is to some extent a matter of confidence in the executive

branch's judgment, the administration's dealings with Glenn concerning

the matrix and other matters regarding SALT verification should have

been handled more authoritatively and expeditiously through the presi-

dent. Many senators ultimately found persuasive the generally af-

firmative findings of the Senate Intelligence Committee, which had

primary responsibility for judging SALT II's verifiability. Other

senators, including Glenn, eventually opposed the treaty, in part

because of their concern about the executive branch's ability to

monitor the treaty's provisions adequately. 
2 1

The dilatory handling of Jiohn Glenn's request for a "simple

matrix" regarding SALT verification vividly underscores another im-

portant tactical political mistake the Carter Administration made: It

never truly sensed the urgency of moving quickly to conclude SALT II

and have it ratified. To be sure, some administration officials sensed

that given the mistrust between the two superpowers SALT might be vul-

nerable to the vicissitudes of overall U.S.-Soviet relations and that

the longer the SALT negotiations went on, the greater the chance that

Soviet behavior might jeopardi7C' the successful conclusion and ratifi-

cation of a new SALT treaty. At times, various officials expressed

hope for a speedy conclusion of the negotiations, as in October 1977

when President Carter declared publicly that SALT II might be signed

"in a few weeks." As an operational matter, however, there was no

pervasive sense of urgency among most of the senior officials working

directly on SALT, and, in truth, several initiatves were adopted in

1977-78 that significantly prolonged and complicated the SALT negoti-

A ations. Most important among these initiatives was the presentation
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of a comprehensive SALT proposal to the Soviets in March 1977. In

addition, the Carter Administration's human rights policy, particularly

as it concerned Soviet dissidents, the conclusions and ratification of

the Panama Canal treaties, and the normalization of relations with the

People's Republic of China all made the conclusion of SALT II signifi-

cantly more complicated. These measures and others, in combination

with a Soviet tendency to negotiate with glacial speed, perceptibly

contributed to delaying the actual conclusion of a SALT II treaty

until two-and-one-half years into the Carter Administration. This was

despite the fact that the treaty that was eventually signed in Vienna

was based largely on the 1974 Vladivostok Accord.

This delay in timing was not without consequence. It permitted

subsequent Soviet assertiveness in the Horn of Africa and Afghanistan,

inter alia, to make positive Senate action on SALT II significantly

more difficult. In a January 1981 interview, Zbigniew Brzezinski

speculated that "the Senate would 'probably' have approved the strategic

arms limitation treaty if it had been negotiated 8 to 12 months

earlier."22 Another student of U.S.-Soviet relations, Strobe Talbott,

has written about the impact of timing on SALT ratification in the

following unequivocal way:

. . . the single biggest problem with SALT was delay. The
negotiations had dragged on for too long. The saga of SALT
II had become a shaggy dog story of anticlimaxes and missed
deadlines. . . . American domestic support for a new treaty
lost much of its momentum, while opposition gained steadily,
in a political climate of growing anger, fear and frustration
directed at the Soviet Union.23

In short, while one cannot be certain, it does seem likely that Senate

consideration of SALT II would have been less complicated had the

negotiations been concluded, as they almost were, during the Fall of

1977.
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LESSONS FOR THE FUTURE

To be sure, a number of mistakes in the management of the politics

of SALT II are more apparent in hindsight. Nevertheless, these failings

do suggest some guidelines for future efforts to gain support from

both the right and the left for new strategic arms control initiatives.

First, persuading the Senate to ratify a new SALT agreement is

likely to require the direct, continuous, and active participation of

the president. The Congress and the American people clearly look to

the president as commander-in-chief for leadership on a critical

national security issue like strategic arms control, particularly

given the complexity of the subject and the public's general lack of

knowledge about it. Nothing can fully substitute for the president's

direct involvement and the use of the presidency as a bully pulpit

to educate the public. Extreme presidential secrecy and noninvolve-

ment--however attractive for reasons of negotiations, personal oper-

ating style, or foreign relations--are likely to prove self-defeating.

Among other things, the president can and should seize early opportu-

nities to shape the terms of the public debate. In so doing, he should

attempt to cast the emerging accord--in the face of inevitable damaging

press leaks and public criticism--in as reassuring a public light as

honesty and prudence will permit.

In this regard, it is critical that the president be concerned

with projecting an image of himself and his negotiating team as tough

but responsible stewards of America's national security. This could

mean persuading the military to support publicly the ongoing negoti-

ating effort. Particularly given recent trends in public opinion

regarding the Soviet Union, it may also mean that the tougher a presi-

dent is perceived to be with the Russians, the easier it will be to

get a future SALT treaty ratified. As Milton Viorst has noted, the

credibility of future SALT treaties may depend on the president's

tability to convey to the public that he is "an unyielding defender

of the national interest and can confront the Russians when he must."'24

Setond, the task of persuading the Congress to approve a new stra-

tegic arms control agreement, if it is to be successful, must be viewed

early on by the president and his administration as a major political

L4
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campaign. The negotiations themselves. of course, should be pursued

with all deliberate speed and professionalism, but it is not sufficient

to begin the effort to sell the emerging treaty to the Congress and

the American people only after the accord is formally submitted to the

legislative branch for approval. The campaign must be planned and

appropriately implemented long before a treaty is formally concluded.

Contrary to the urgings of a number of pro-SALT senators, the Carter

Administration acted as if such a campaign could usefully be carried

out only after all the details of the treaty were firm. This, in fact,

missed an essential point. The best reasons for supporting SALT II or

any future arms control agreement are likely to lay not in the accord's

detailed provisions but in its implications for stability and predict-

ability, as well as in its beneficial effect in reducing the danger

of nuclear war. By not moving with an appropriate sense of urgency,

treaty proponents allowed the treaty's opponents, inside and outside

the governmnet, to set the terms of the debate. By the time the treaty

was submitted to the Senate, the litmus test regarding SALT 11's worth

hinged for many on the detailed provisions of the treaty. From an

administration point of view, a strategic arms agreement should be

weighed in terms of the treaty's potential contribution of U.S. se-

curity, global stability, and the moderation of U.S.-Soviet arms com-

petition.

Third, future strategic arms control agreements must be perceived

as reducing the level of armaments on both sides if they are to be

successful politically and must be portrayed as such, positively and

expansively, within the United States. This means that future negoti-

ations must in fact be directed, as START is supposed to be, at re-

ducing the strategic arsenals on both sides, not at merely capping

them at relatively high levels. Such an approach will make more

likely active support from traditional congressional backers of arms

control. It will also help spur interest in and private financial

contributions to groups supporting arms control and help translate

popular support for strategic arms control in the abstract into public

support for a concrete agreement. In essence, future strategic arms

control agreements, if they are to command broad political support,
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must be widely perceived Ias beneficial rather than marginal or

harmless.

Fourth, persuading the Congress to approve a future strategic

arms control agreement will require the administration to have its

most trusted political professionals continuously and intimately in-

volved in managing the politics of strategic arms control. The Carter

Administration's mistakes in 1977 and 1978 with respect to SALT

briefings and lobbying vividly demonstrate some of the problems that

can result from having SALT technical experts responsible on a day-to-

day basis for overseeing important political decisions. Persuasion

and coalition-building with respect to ultimately gaining Congressional

approval of strategic arms control agreements are tasks for politically

experienced personnel who understand SALT, rather than for SALT

technicians willing to learn about political matters.

Fifth, it is necessary to have one senior official coordinate

the political effort. This individual would have a close personal

relationship to the president and no other responsibilities and would

be given the authority and legitimacy to speak for the chief executive

both within the administration and on Capitol Hill. Only such a person--

a czar for strategic arms control--would be able to iron out inevitable

interagency differences, coordinate effectively with supportive in-

terest groups, and manage congressional lobbying and public education

campaigns smoothly. The operations of Lloyd Cutler regarding SALT

ratification after the treaty was submitted to the Senate and the

activities of Robert Strauss with respect to the negotiation and rati-

fication of the 1979 TraPde Agreements Act both provide models that

should be closely studied.

Sixth, in order to gain congressional approval of a future stra-

tegic arms agreement, it will be necessary for an administration to be

clear about the relationship between strategic arms control and the

overall context of U.S.-Soviet relations. The Carter administration

Aoscillated regarding the notion of linkage, sometimes saying that

SALT was too important in its own right to be tied to other aspects

of U.S.-Soviet relations and at other times blaming assertive Soviet

behavior in different parts of the world for delays in the SALT
m.

r
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negotiations. Ultimately, of course, the December 1979 Soviet in-

vasion of Afghanistan dealt a mortal blow to SALT's chances in the

Senate, but this was only after some senior officials had explicitly

linked SALT to Soviet activities in the Horn of Afia 5In so doing,

as J. Brian Atwood, former Assistant Secretary of State of Congressional

Relations, ruefully observed, "the administration had inadvertently

legitimized the opponents' most telling argument and had itself under-
26

mined the chances for [SALT] ratification."

Future administrations would be well-advised to be unambiguous

about linkage. Either they should make it very clear from the outset

that strategic arms control negotiations will be affected by certain

aspects of overall U.S.-Soviet relations and be specific about what

those aspects, expectations, and linkages will be, or they shouldt

argue and proceed as if equitable, verifiable strategic arms control

agreements are useful in their own right and should not be tied to

other elements in the U.S.-Soviet relationship. It is impossible to

say with any certainty which of these two approaches should be chosen

in the future. The choice should turn on a number of considerations,

including contemporary U.S.-Soviet relations, the political climate

in the United States, and the military and political importance of the

arms control accord being negotiated. In any case, executive branch

invocation of contrary notions of linkage is likely to be confusing,

counterproductive, and suggestive of the absence of a coherent, over-

all policy for linkage to serve.

Seventh, and finally, an administration interested in having a

new strategic arms control agreement ratified by the Senate will have

to plan and implement an effective strategy to deal with the legis-

lative branch. The recent experiences of the Carter Administration

should be looked at with particular care because despite the afore-

mentioned missteps a number of inspired initiatives were undertaken

that may be worthy of emulation in the future. For instance, the

Carter Administration began the practice of having a selected number

of senators and representatives visit Geneva periodically to make a

firsthand assessment of the ongoing negotiations and to offer advice

to the negotiating team. By most measures, this practice was quite
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useful. Among other things, it led the administration to respond

constructively to important substantive concerns of several key

senators. 27

The Carter Administration also encouraged the establishment and

active operation of the Cranston t;roup, a bipartisan group of twenty-

three senators who were not genLially members of the Foreign Relations

or Armed Services Conmmittees but who were interested in learning about

the detailed intricacies of SALT i. This group received frequent,

in-depth briefings from, among others, the chief SALT negotiator, the

National Security Advisor, and the Director of Central Intelligence.

In time, several of its members became the administration's pointmen F
in the Senate, arguing the details of the treaty with anti-SALT

senators and hostile representatives of the media and special interest

groups. Finally, in concert with its lobbying activities on Capitol

Hill, the Carter Administration convened conferences in various parts

of the United States on SALT and U.S.-Soviet relations. These public

affairs conferences, in which key opinion leaders in a selected

number of states were exposed to the pros and cons of SALT II, were

one of the administration's few effective efforts at public education.

To be sure, the Reagan Administration--with its high credibility

on national security issues and Republican control of the Senate--

will be in an excellent position politically to pursue ratification

if either the intermediate-range force negotiations or the strategic

arms reduction talks come to fruition. Nevertheless, particularly in

light of the recent SALT Ii experience and continuing, aggressive

Soviet behavior, President Reagan is likely to face criticism from

the rignt an.i the left regarding virtually any new strategic arms

control agreement. Eve.. if all of the recommendations and criticisms

of the past administration herein noted were Lakc n seriously, it is

unclear whether the Reagan Administration could persuade the Senate

to ratify a new agreement. 1t is certain, though, that without ef-

fect ive political management, an, !dmin istrat ion wi Il have a very

difficult task in the futtur in per'ciading the Congress to approve

a new strategic arms control treat.,.
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